THE STUDY
I found the basic premise of the study to be clear, and the authors do a nice job of explaining what they are interested in and why. However, the manuscript itself reads much more like a draft of a research report than a true peer reviewed manuscript ready for publication. For example, there is no literature review at all, despite the fact that the missing data literature is quite rich. I would encourage the authors to do a literature search and become familiar with the work that has been done in this area, much of which has already addressed the primary issue of interest in the study, namely comparing the impact of imputation versus listwise deletion on data analysis. A good place to start is with Schafer and Graham's 2002 Psychological Methods article. This will provide an introduction to the missing data literature and also provide further references.
In addition to providing a review of the literature, the authors need to explain what their work adds to that literature. Much has already been done to show that listwise deletion leads to bias, so another study demonstrating that again is probably not too informative. However, issues around sampling weights and missing data are much more interesting, I believe, and have not been so fully studied. However, no mention is really made of this fact. The authors need to place their work in the broader framework of the missing data field.
Finally, the imputation methods are not well described and may not be appropriate for the categorical data included in this study. It would be very helpful if the authors could explain what type of multiple imputation they are using. Most methods assume normally distributed data, which is not the case here. Also, for categorical variables like items, how was rounding carried out? There is a great deal of literature on the impact of using these normal based methods with ordinal data and the impact of rounding that should really be discussed in more detail here.
RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
The authors present their results in clear language, but again the paper reads much more like a research report for in house use than a formal manuscript ready for peer review. I would encourage the authors to go back and "formalize" their writing style and the organization of the paper. Also, it would be very helpful for them to tie their results back to the fairly lengthy literature on missing data with surveys and tests that already exists. Finally, what is unique about this work, in light of the prior literature. I don't believe that they make a strong case for this.
GENERAL COMMENTS
I think that your work holds promise and can contribute to the literature, but I believe three important things must be done first:
1) The writing style must read more like a formal journal manuscript than an in house report.
2) The literature on missing data, particularly with regard to categorical data must be included and should inform both the methodology used and the discussion of the results.
3) The unique niche that this paper fills must be explained clearly. I believe it is with regard to missing data and the sampling weights issue, but this is only briefly touched on in the current version. Much more needs to be made of this. 
REVIEWER

THE STUDY
There were no supplemental documents.
GENERAL COMMENTS
I think that this is a very good paper with results that should be published. The authors seriously address the problem of data that are missing not at random (MNAR) and illustrate an approach that reduces bias. Perhaps most importantly they illustrate that traditional approaches, using only non-missing data or using only demographic variables for imputation lead to greater bias. The fact that listwise deletion leads to bias is certainly not new, but it is meaningful that the common demographic-only approach also fails to adequately correct bias caused by MNAR.
The authors claim that their data are MNAR without discussion. I agree that the results would support that statement, but I would like to see discussion up front that addresses why they assume from the beginning that the data are missing not at random. This does not need to be long, but some discussion would be appropriate. Rubin's missing data theory, which encompasses MCAR, MAR, and MNAR, is not always well understood by readers.
About half of the paper is devoted to tables. If this were designed for a hard print journal, I would question whether some of those tables should not be significantly abbreviated to show illustrative results. Perhaps in an electronic form that inclusion of more tabular material is not a problem. I leave that question to the editor.
Perhaps the most convincing part of the paper is the validation study. That might benefit from further discussion and/or emphasis.
Given that the inclusion of the three mental health measures was so successful, it may seem picky to question the scaling procedure. However I will do it anyway. The assumption seems to be that rescaling the 30 day scale to a 10 point scale is roughly a linear transformation in terms of the underlying variable. However the difference between scaled scores of 1 and 3 strikes me as minor compared to a difference between scaled scores of 8 and 10. As I say, it seems to have worked, but it still leaves me slightly uneasy.
The authors twice try to cover themselves by suggesting that what works with anxiety and depression might not work with other variables. I suppose that is true, but I think that they make too much of that idea. I suspect that this approach would apply to a wide range of variables.
There are a number of minor typographical errors (e.g. "DEP 0" instead of "DEP10" and "statically" instead of "statistically"), but I assume that these will be caught and corrected in the final version. 
REVIEWER
THE STUDY
Details of the imputation procedure are confusing. Did the authors simply impute a probability from the logistic regression model or did they use the probabilities to assign a value of 0/1 on depression? In the validation, it is clear that they assigned 0/1 values, but it is not clear in the main imputation or in the multiple imputation. If only predicted probabilities, I wonder what the usefulness of this method is for users of these data who will be expecting 0/1 values on a dichotomous outcome. It seems like a stochastic assignment of 0/1, as done in the validation section, would dramatically improve the applicability of these findings beyond this paper.
One important question that is not addressed in this manuscript but would be a useful addition is the imputation of responses to each of the individual questions that are used in the depression index versus the overall index itself. The index (DEP10) is calculated only on complete cases in the data set. The authors do not say how many persons are missing on all of the questions used in creating DEP10 versus have responses to all but one or two. That is, the authors should include the missing data pattern for the 8 questions used to compute DEP10. In essence, they are throwing away potentially important information about the individual's depression levels that have already been collected. Some empirical evaluation of this would significantly strengthen the manuscript.
GENERAL COMMENTS
General comments
This manuscript examines two different imputation models for one health outcome -a measure of major depression. It does not invent any new methods. Rather, it examines the inclusion of predictors of the outcome in an imputation model. This is important to do, but may be overlooked in imputation routines that do not use an automatic selection procedure for highly correlated predictors.
One important question that is not addressed in this manuscript but would be a useful addition is the imputation of responses to each of the individual questions that are used in the depression index versus the overall index itself. The index (DEP10) is calculated only on complete cases in the data set. The authors do not say how many persons are missing on all of the questions used in creating DEP10 versus have responses to all but one or two. That is, the authors should include the missing data pattern for the 8 questions used to compute DEP10. In essence, they are throwing away potentially important information about the individual's depression levels that have already been collected. Some empirical evaluation of this would significantly strengthen the manuscript. Details of the imputation procedure are confusing. Did the authors simply impute a probability from the logistic regression model or did they use the probabilities to assign a value of 0/1 on depression? In the validation, it is clear that they assigned 0/1 values, but it is not clear in the main imputation or in the multiple imputation. If only predicted probabilities, I wonder what the usefulness of this method is for users of these data who will be expecting 0/1 values on a dichotomous outcome. It seems like a stochastic assignment of 0/1, as done in the validation section, would dramatically improve the applicability of these findings beyond this paper.
We agree with the reviewer that many of the details presented in the original submission were confusing. We have attempted to clarify our method including the "rationale" for each step.
We have clearly indicated that the purpose of the imputation was the development of state level estimates of depression (severe depression). For this reason, we chose to focus on a more direct method. A case can be made for the imputation of each of the items in the scale, and efficacy of this approach might be the subject of further research.
General comments
We hope that our revisions have clarified our methods.
One important question that is not addressed in this manuscript but would be a useful addition is the imputation of responses to each of the individual questions that are used in the depression index versus the overall index itself. The index (DEP10) is calculated only on complete cases in the data set. The authors do not say how many persons are missing on all of the questions used in creating DEP10 versus have responses to all but one or two. That is, the authors should include the missing data pattern for the 8 questions used to compute DEP10. In essence, they are throwing away potentially important information about the individual's depression levels that have already been collected. Some empirical evaluation of this would significantly strengthen the manuscript. believe that the denominator in each is the number of cases in the column (e.g., the number who are not missing and negative to DEP10), but this took quite a while to identify. In general, the display of this table could be clarified tremendously. p. 5, lines 25-32: How were the statistical tests conducted? The imputed and not imputed estimates are not independent, but there is no mention of what was done to account for this lack of independence. p. 5, lines 44-46: How was the stochastic rounding conducted? Was a random number generated from a uniform distribution and compared to the predicted probability, or was some other method employed? Please provide more details. p. 5, lines 50-58: This paragraph repeats the findings described in paragraph p. 2, lines 25-32. Consider combining these paragraphs for a more parsimonious discussion. In particular, the authors should move the discussion of the findings from lines 25-32 down to the results section. p. 6: The text has no direct reference to Table 4 . It should be added. Also, the headings are incredibly difficult to read. p. 6, lines 22-24: The results do not show that the data missing at random assumptions do not hold. It simply showed that the MAR assumption was made more appropriate with the inclusion of predictors of the Y variable of interest (similar to the arguments Rod Little has advanced for using predictive mean adjustment methods).
We appreciate these very specific comments and have tried to address each in our revisions
Reviewer: David C. Howell Professor Emeritus University of Vermont Burlington, VT USA I have no competing interests I think that this is a very good paper with results that should be published. The authors seriously address the problem of data that are missing not at random (MNAR) and illustrate an approach that reduces bias. Perhaps most importantly they illustrate that traditional approaches, using only non-missing data or using only demographic variables for imputation lead to greater bias. The fact that listwise deletion leads to bias is certainly not new, but it is meaningful that the common demographic-only approach also fails to adequately correct bias caused by MNAR.
At the suggestion of this reviewer we have tried to expand the discussion of Rubin's theory and the context for this paper About half of the paper is devoted to tables. If this were designed for a hard print journal, I would question whether some of those tables should not be significantly abbreviated to show illustrative results. Perhaps in an electronic form that inclusion of more tabular material is not a problem. I leave that question to the editor.
We have removed some of the more extensive tables.
We have tried to clarify and expand our discussion and emphasis
There are a number of minor typographical errors (e.g. "DEP 0" instead of "DEP10" and "statically" instead of "statistically"), but I assume that these will be caught and corrected in the final version.
Reviewer: Holmes Finch Ball State University I found the basic premise of the study to be clear, and the authors do a nice job of explaining what they are interested in and why. However, the manuscript itself reads much more like a draft of a research report than a true peer reviewed manuscript ready for publication. For example, there is no literature review at all, despite the fact that the missing data literature is quite rich. I would encourage the authors to do a literature search and become familiar with the work that has been done in this area, much of which has already addressed the primary issue of interest in the study, namely comparing the impact of imputation versus listwise deletion on data analysis. A good place to start is with Schafer and Graham's 2002 Psychological Methods article. This will provide an introduction to the missing data literature and also provide further references.
3) The unique niche that this paper fills must be explained clearly. I believe it is with regard to missing data and the sampling weights issue, but this is only briefly touched on in the current version. Much more needs to be made of this.
We have explained that our basic purpose was the prediction of "severe depression" based on a scale that was developed elsewhere. We hope that our revisions have responded to this reviewer's very appropriate comments
